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Abstract

Emotional enhancement effects on memory have been reported to mitigate the pathophysiology of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). However, relative to their manifestation in persons without pathologic aging, these effects may be reduced in magnitude or even deleterious, especially in tasks that more closely model ecologic memory performance. Based upon a synthesis of such reports, we hypothesized that in persons with AD low arousal positive stimuli would evoke relatively intact emotional enhancement effects, but that high arousal negative stimuli would evoke disordered emotional enhancement effects. To assess this, participants with and without mild cognitive impairment (MCI) presumed to be due to AD performed an emotionally-valenced short-term memory task while encephalography was recorded. Results indicated that for persons with MCI, high arousal negative stimuli led to working memory processing patterns previously associated with MCI presumed due to AD and dementia of the Alzheimer’s type. In contrast, low arousal positive stimuli evoked a processing pattern similar to MCI participants’ unaffected spouses. Our current findings suggest that low arousal positive stimuli attenuate working memory deficits of MCI due to Alzheimer’s disease.
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Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is associated with severe deficits in multiple memory capacities, including deficits in working memory; however, emotional enhancement effects, the ability...
for arousing, pleasant, or unsettling memories to improve encoding or subsequent retrieval of memories, appear spared in AD relative to other forms of dementia [1–7].

Despite the relative robustness of emotional enhancement effects in persons with AD, the emotional realm does change in AD. Anterior and medial temporal structures such as the amygdalae subserve emotional processing, and they experience pathophysiological change early in the course of AD [8, 9]. Further, disordered function of such limbic structures has been validated in functional imaging studies, which generally report lower-magnitude signals following emotional stimuli for individuals of advanced age or who are experiencing a stage of AD [10–15].

Simultaneous with neuroanatomical and functional evidence showing these AD-related deficits, emotional effects appear to enjoy maintained influence on working memory processing in the process of cognitive aging [16–20]. In particular, while certain emotional enhancement effects are attenuated over the course of aging, the influence of emotional effects on working memory in particular appear to be relatively spared [21]. In other words, emotional enhancement effects appear preserved in the context of working memory relative to emotional enhancement effects in general.

Findings of preserved emotional working memory with cognitive aging have not been universal [20]. One theory of emotional enhancement effects in AD that accounts for these discrepancies holds that in aging and dementia, emotional enhancement effects retain their normative benefits to the extent that they do not co-occur with functions that subserve executive functions such as working memory and attention [20, 22]. For example, Borg and colleagues (2011) found that relative to young adult control participants, both older individuals without dementia and older adults with dementia similarly benefited from emotional enhancement effects imparted by negatively-valenced stimuli in a simple visual recognition task, but that older adult and dementia groups showed no benefit or impairment, respectively, when negatively-valenced stimuli appeared in a task that superimposed a visuospatial binding task on the visual recognition task. The authors theorized that increased competition for domain-general neural resources led emotional enhancement effects to be replaced by emotional decrement effects [22]. This theory provides a framework for understanding a unique relationship between capacities such as working memory and emotional enhancement effects with respect to the clinical course of AD [20, 23].

The positivity effect of aging describes the phenomenon where positively-valenced phenomena enjoy an increasingly privileged share of attention in the context of cognitive aging, an effect most dramatic in the context of passive viewing [24–27]. Relative to younger adults, older adults attend to and remember positive stimuli better than negative stimuli, and this phenomenon has been correlated to individual differences in amygdala functional connectivity [27–29]. This finding has enjoyed an extraordinary dialectic over the previous 20 years, and multiple theories have contextualized the basis of this finding broadly including changes in motivation or neural degradation associated with cognitive aging [24, 30–33]. Literature includes reports of this phenomenon being robust to cognitive aging and AD-spectrum disease, but also includes examples where more progression of AD-spectrum disease led to an attenuation of this effect [33–36]. Together with the previously-discussed
theory of resource competition, we suggest that individuals without advanced AD might preferentially process positively-valenced stimuli and consequently encounter resource-related difficulty when confronted with negatively-valenced stimuli. This theory is consistent with reports that aging and AD-spectrum disease are associated with maintained benefit from stimuli of positive hedonic valence, but disordered processing of stimuli of negative hedonic valence [37–43]. It may also help contextualize the mechanism for the well-demonstrated utility of implicit cognitive interventions such as errorless learning, a cognitive intervention strategy in persons with early AD that limits the stressful emotional consequences of negative feedback to maximize the benefit of the intervention [44–47].

When assessing on-line forms of cognition such as working memory, electrophysiological methods including event-related potentials (ERP/EEG) can provide information directly based on neural activity to clarify whether differences in cognitive processing occur even in the absence of differences in behavioral output [48]. Previous work has identified a reversal in processing differences between matching and nonmatching stimuli in the P300 to P600 range of ERPs evoked by the delayed-match-to-sample task as a hallmark of AD-spectrum disease [49–51]. Further, while limited somewhat by the great variety of interpretations of what constitutes “emotional” stimuli, ERP/EEG research in the previous decades has characterized how ERPs are normatively modulated by emotionally valenced or arousing stimuli [52–57].

In the current protocol, participants with and without MCI performed a delayed-match-to-sample task with emotionally-valenced stimuli to test the status of emotional enhancement effects in the context of working memory. We hypothesized that individuals with MCI would show an AD-like working memory processing effect in the electrophysiological data, and that this effect would be exacerbated in stimuli at higher levels of emotional enhancement.

**Methods**

**Participants**

32 older adult participants – 16 with amnestic mild cognitive impairment (MCI), 16 with normal cognitive status (NC) – participated in experimental protocols. All NC participants were the spouse or long-term partner of an individual in the MCI group; hence, individual MCI participants were matched with their unaffected spouse for purposes of analysis. Of the participants, 22 were members of the University of Kentucky Alzheimer’s Disease Center (UK-ADC) longitudinal clinical cohort while 10 were recruited from the Kentucky Neuroscience Institute (KNI) at the University of Kentucky. Personnel involved in participant evaluation and recruitment were identical between these groups except for differences in support staff. Recruiting directly from tertiary care memory clinics reduces the risk that cognitive effects observed result from non-AD memory impairment conditions such as thyroid or vitamin B<sub>12</sub> deficiency [58, 59]. Individuals in the UK-ADC cohort are assessed every year (prior to clinical change) or every 6 months (subsequent to clinical change) by an interdisciplinary clinical team including a cognitive neurologist, neuropsychologist, and social worker for assessment, and they receive a battery of neuropsychological tests including the Uniform Data Set (UDS) and Geriatric Depression Scale, Short Form (GDS15). For participants who were part of the UK-ADC cohort, the
UDS scores collected most proximal in time to research participation were consulted as descriptors of the cognitive status of participants; for participants who were recruited directly from KNI, research personnel trained in the administration of the UDS collected the UDS and GDS15 data on-site. One spousal dyad elected not to perform the on-site neuropsychological testing, so those two participants have been omitted from related analyses in this manuscript. Because other missing data were sparse, other missing neuropsychological data was handled using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. Summarized neuropsychological findings and associations are included as part of Table 1.

In keeping with contemporary clinical criteria [60–63], MCI was indicated by A) absence of dementia, B) absence of cognitive, clinical, or behavioral symptoms consistent with sources of non-amnestic cognitive impairment, and C) objective memory impairment evidenced by performance more than 1.5 standard deviations below age-standardized normal values on at least one of several memory measures including Wechsler Memory Scale Logical Memory (WMS-R), the California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT-II), and the Benton Visual Retention Test (BVRT-5, Forms C & D). AD was diagnosed using Alzheimer’s Disease Dementia Workgroup criteria, which hold that insidious-onset dementia is present in the absence of another psychiatric or neurological condition [64]. All participants were recruited directly from the tertiary care setting and had received comprehensive work-up to rule-out other psychiatric or neurological causes of cognitive impairment. Individuals with MCI had been diagnosed within 12 months of data collection, all research participants had been evaluated clinically within 12 months of data collection, and all research participants were evaluated clinically on an annual basis to check for conversion to MCI. In other words, all participants were clinically evaluated both prior to and subsequent to research participation to confirm their clinical status. All participants were between age 65 and 92 with visual acuity better than 20/50 with corrective lenses in at least one eye. Exclusion criteria included history of stroke; epilepsy; head trauma; CNS infection, chronic infectious disease; psychiatric illness including substance abuse, major depression, or other mood disorder; or other neurological disease [65]. Participants taking medications known to affect cognitive function, such as sedatives or opiates, were similarly excluded.

During initial screening for recruitment, individuals who reported themselves to be left-handed were excluded to reduce the risk that associated hemispheric ERP effects might be interpreted. However, during subsequent on-site re-screening, it was determined that two participants were born left-hand dominant, but had been forced to learn to write right-handed early in life. Because these individuals were balanced in terms of their cognitive status (i.e., one NC, one MCI), we decided not to exclude their data from the analyses.

**Measures and Procedures**

All participants performed an affective working memory task while ERP/EEG was recorded (Figure 1). Additionally, all but two participants either made the neuropsychological data from their most proximal UK-ADC visits available to research personnel or agreed to undergo equivalent neuropsychological testing on-site.

During each trial of the working memory task, participants were first shown two sample images surrounded by a green border and were subsequently directed to indicate whether
sequentially-presented images matched a sample image. For each 10–12s trial, the sample image and each tested image were either uniformly low arousal positive (LAP) or high arousal negative (HAN) to prevent within-trial emotional level from being correlated to stimulus working memory status. Participants pressed the “A” and “L” keys on a keyboard to indicate matching or non-matching responses. To reduce the difficulty of the task for participants less familiar with use of keyboards, all other keys on the keyboard had been removed. Incorporating multiple memory faculties into a single paradigm, as in the emotional enhancement effect-repetition paradigm used in the current study, facilitates the interpretation of any interaction effects observed [66–68].

32 trials were performed altogether in 4 blocks of 8 trials each. Each trial included 12 stimulus presentations that required a participant response, for 384 such stimulus presentations total. Each block lasted approximately 5.5 minutes and included “rest” periods between each trial of approximately 10s. Each trial began with presentation of two sample images and was followed by tests of exactly 4 images, each tested 2–4 times, and 12 times total per trial. Images were presented in a pseudorandom sequence. The hand used to indicate a “match” response was balanced within-participants, within-dyads, and between-dyads. That is, the hand that participants would use to indicate a match was switched between blocks (e.g., if it was “A” during block 1, it would become “L” during block 2); for each dyad of participants, the initial key used to indicate a match was counterbalanced (e.g., if the participant with MCI used “A” during block 1, his or her spouse used “L” during block 1); and for each alternating dyad of participants, the initial key used by the MCI participant to indicate a match in the dyad was counterbalanced (e.g., if the participant with MCI in the first dyad used “A” during block 1, the participant with MCI in the second dyad used “L” during block 1). Participants took a short, self-paced break between blocks that typically lasted about 60 seconds. During breaks researchers confirmed the comfort of participants and provided encouragement to participants that included reassurance about performance. Because of previous experience suggesting that negative accuracy feedback was disruptive to individuals with MCI’s subsequent performance, participants received neither real-time accuracy feedback nor detailed post-hoc accuracy feedback [50].

A 5-minute practice period preceded the entire experiment to ensure that participants were comfortable with the cognitive and motor components of the task. This practice period was also designed to reduce the influence of motor learning confounds on any repetition effects. During the practice period research personnel remained in the experimental chamber with the participant and provided oral feedback related to performance. As in the subsequent 4 blocks of formal experimentation, computerized feedback was not provided.

For all but one dyad, both the participant with MCI and the unaffected spouse or partner came to the laboratory and participated on the same day. In such events, the participant with MCI participated in research protocols first, and the unaffected participant participated subsequently. While the spouse was participating in the task protocol, the participant was re-screened for eligibility and known confounds, and the UDS battery was administered if applicable. One dyad preferred to come to the laboratory separately due to scheduling conflicts, and they were the only exception to this aspect of the protocol.
Visual Stimuli

Stimuli were 120 re-sized two-dimensional 8.3 cm x 5.8 cm IAPS images. All stimuli were presented on a high-resolution color monitor using E-prime software. Sample images were presented with a thick green outline for 3s, and each test stimulus was presented for 1.5s. Both individual images and individual trials were separated by a 1.1–1.4s jitter interval, which was employed to prevent bias in reaction time (RT) measures due to participants anticipating stimulus onset. Stimuli were presented at a 65 cm visual distance at a visual angle of approximately 7°.

IAPS images have been extensively tested and validated for numerous features including hedonic valence and arousal ratings in younger adults [69, 70]. However, the validation of IAPS images in older adults and adults with cognitive impairment is relatively limited [71]. In particular, in older adults the hedonic valence and arousal dimensions of stimuli, which are largely independent in younger adults, become coupled such that high arousal is correlated with negative hedonic valence and low arousal is correlated with positive hedonic valence [71–73]. To account for this association, we used a multiple polynomial regression imputation algorithm to estimate the hedonic valence and arousal older adults associated with each IAPS image based on the relation between younger adults’ known arousal and valence IAPS ratings and unpublished IAPS hedonic valence and arousal data scored by older adults and generously provided by Andreas Keil and colleagues. Hereafter, these scores received from Keil and colleagues are referred to as “empirical” scores. Image rating had been conducted according to the standards associated with the stimulus resource with between 27 and 56 raters per discrete image-rating session [74].

Consistent with previous reports, empirical arousal and hedonic valence values were non-independent in older adults (Figure 2). Hence, we interpolated new adjusted arousal and hedonic valence scores for all IAPS images using a regression imputation algorithm based on the prediction model described above to establish relatively appropriate arousal and hedonic valence scores for the entire set of IAPS images. Younger adults’ ratings of images’ arousal and hedonic valence, the interaction between the two dimensions, and quadratic or cubic trends in the ratings of arousal and hedonic valence were used to predict older adults’ empiric arousal and hedonic valence ratings, and the resultant regression equations were used to predict arousal and hedonic valence ratings of all IAPS images.

\[\text{Imputed arousal}_{\text{older}} = 5.264 + 0.923\text{arousal} - 0.553\text{valence} + 0.039\text{arousal} \times \text{valence} + 0.040\text{arousal}^2 - 0.113\text{valence}^2 + 0.015\text{arousal}^3 - 0.039\text{valence}^3\]

The resultant equations used to impute estimates of older adults’ arousal and hedonic valence of all IAPS images are listed below. All images reflect younger adult judgments of a given IAPS image unless otherwise indicated:

The equations were derived as described prosaically using functions similar to the form below (i.e., separately but with identical predictors for arousal and valence). Only derived B values associated with \( p \) values < 0.1 were included, unless its higher-order effect was significant; in this study, all excluded terms were associated with \( p > 0.2 \).
Based on this finding and a desire for a parsimonious design, IAPS image content was interpreted in a unidimensional fashion to ensure validity with our older adult cohort. Initially, we had planned for 3 levels along this single dimension – low arousal positive (LAP), high arousal negative (HAN), and neutral. To identify images belonging to each group, we collected images that scored within 2 points of the most extreme relevant values for LAP or HAN (i.e., images scored 1–3 or 7–9, as applicable) or that scored within 2 points of the middle value on both dimensions for neutral images (i.e., images scoring 4–6). However, upon examination of the exemplars of each class, we determined subjectively that the neutral stimulus set showed poor face validity in terms of the types of content it encompassed (e.g., including both erotica and photographs of household objects); therefore, we elected to use only 2 levels: LAP and HAN, as previously formalized.

There were a total of 1201 IAPS images at the time we planned the study. Of these, 103 and 110 images met the stated criteria for LAP or HAN, respectively, after arousal and hedonic valence value imputation (i.e., within 2 points of the most extreme value on both arousal and hedonic valence axes). 120 of the 1201 IAPS images had been rated by older adults, so about 90% of IAPS images had never been rated by older adults. Of the 120 IAPS images, 12 and 11 had met the stated criteria for LAP or HAN images, respectively.

Electrophysiological Data Collection & Preprocessing

ERP recordings were obtained from 62 scalp sites using Ag/AgCl electrodes embedded in an elastic cap at locations from the extended international 10–20 system. These electrodes were referenced to a midline reference electrode during recording and re-referenced to the average of the right and left mastoid potentials offline. Four additional channels were used for monitoring horizontal and vertical eye movements. Impedance was maintained below 5 kΩ. NeuroScan hardware was used for data collection.

First, electrophysiological data were averaged according to normative protocols. Specifically, electrophysiological data were partially preprocessed using SCAN 4.5. This preprocessing consisted of manual artifact rejection, a finite impulse response filter with a band-pass of 0.05 to 40 Hz at 12 dB/octave, and epoching at −200 to 1000 ms relative to participant exposure to each stimulus. Epoched data were then processed further using the ERP PCA Toolkit (EP Toolkit). These steps included ocular artifact reduction using independent components analysis (ICA), motor artifact reduction, bad channel imputation, baseline-correction, and re-referencing to the average of the mastoid electrodes. These steps of analysis used all default settings of EP Toolkit, with the exception that individuals epochs were permitted to vary within ± 75 μV of baseline rather than the default setting of ± 50 μV of baseline. This change is normative in older adult and/or clinical populations. Such epochs were then averaged for each of the 8 experimental conditions: whether a stimulus was a

\[
\text{Empirical arousal} \text{valence} = \beta_0 + \text{arousal} \beta_1 + \text{valence} \beta_2 + \text{arousal} \times \text{valence} \beta_3 + \text{arousal}^2 \beta_4 + \text{valence}^2 \beta_5 + \text{arousal}^3 \beta_6 + \text{valence}^3 \beta_7
\]
working memory match or non-match, whether an image was LAP or HAN, and whether an image was being tested for the first time or for an additional time.

Next, temporal principal components analysis (tPCA) was applied to the data to dissociate overlapping components present in the conventionally-averaged ERPs. In our opinion, this step was necessary in the current experiment and preferable to conventional difference waves on the grounds that individual stimuli varied on more than only psychological conditions (e.g., the LAP and HAN stimuli were not identical to one another; the images themselves differed). Promax rotation was used to permit limited correlation between temporal components, following the recommendation of methodologists [75]. Retained temporal components were identified using the protocol recommended by the EP Toolkit: the averaged data were compared to a random dataset, and components that explained both greater variance than the random dataset and at least 0.5% of variance in the data were retained. Principle components reflecting classical ERP signatures were identified using topographical maps of each component, each component’s temporal course, and the effect of the experimental manipulations on each component.

**Data Analysis**

Data were analyzed as $2 \times (2 \times 2 \times 2)$ mixed robust ANOVAs using the EP Toolkit’s robust ANOVA plug-in. Effects relevant to the a priori hypothesis were first evaluated, and then post-hoc robust ANOVAs were performed for all principle components using similarly-structured robust ANOVAs. Analysis protocols recommended by the EP Toolkit documentation were used to limit the effect of multiple comparisons on these tests: each ANOVA was conducted only at an exemplar electrode of the corresponding component, and resultant $p$ values were modified by Bonferroni correction on the number of principle components tested [76]. Uncorrected $p$ value thresholds for each significant post-hoc effect are listed for each respective effect. Simple-effects models were used to interpret interaction effects. All significance values listed are based on two-tailed $p$ values except for the directional a priori hypothesis, for which one-tailed $p$ values were used. For the sake of brevity, post-hoc results failing to reach at least one-tailed significance (i.e., $p > 0.1$) after correction have been omitted from the report. Because participant age and education were not associated with behavioral or ERP outcomes, these variables were not retained as covariates for any models ($ps > 0.2$).

Additionally, to improve power to detect lower-order effects involving clinical group, data were analyzed as 16 dyad pairs to take advantage of shared variance attributable to similarities correlated with spousalhood. Hence, behavioral data (i.e., reaction time and accuracy) and processed ERP data (i.e., as temporal principal component amplitude) were analyzed as $2 \times (2 \times 2 \times 2)$ within-dyad robust ANOVAs on cognitive status (NC or MCI), emotional enhancement effect stimulus type (LAP or HAN), working memory status (match or non-match), and repetition effect stimulus type (initial or repeated) using the EP Toolkit’s robust ANOVA plug-in. Ultimately, while this analysis did decrease the $p$ value of certain effects (e.g., main effects and two-way interaction effects reliably had smaller $p$ values, but three-way interactions had larger $p$ values), the analysis was not associated with any
categorical changes in the significance of effects in this experiment, so the analysis will not be discussed further.

Results

Behavioral Results

Mixed ANOVAs on behavioral reaction time revealed an unqualified main effect of group, $F(1, 28) = 5.34$, $p = 0.028$, $\eta^2_p = 0.16$, such that individuals with MCI were slower to respond than were individuals without impairment (Table 2).

Mixed ANOVAs on accuracy revealed a main effect of group, $F(1, 28) = 16.38$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2_p = 0.37$, such that individuals with MCI were less accurate than individuals without impairment, and an Emotion $\times$ Working Memory interaction, $F(1, 28) = 4.41$, $p = 0.047$, $\eta^2_p = 0.14$. The interaction resulted from a larger accuracy difference between working memory conditions for high arousal negative stimuli than for low arousal positive stimuli (2.5% vs. 0.1%). Other effects were non-significant.

Conventionally-Averaged Waveforms

Conventionally-averaged ERP/EEGs were examined to ensure data integrity. These data had experienced all processing described in the Methods section other than tPCA. The conventionally-averaged waveforms indeed showed classical components including a P3, frontal N400, posterior P2, and late positive component (LPC) (Figure 3). The latency of individual components appeared somewhat faster than is typical, perhaps owing to the relatively stringent time-pressure in the task.

Because the a priori hypothesis specifically involving the experimental conditions related to working memory and emotional enhancement effects, we next examined conventional difference waves of working memory effects (Match - Nonmatch) for LAP and HAN stimuli for each clinical group to assess for differences in data quality that might be related to particular within-subject conditions (Figure 4).

Temporal Principal Components Analysis

The primary principal components associated with the experiment corresponded to classical ERP components, including the P2, P3, frontal N400, P600, and late positive potential (LPP) (e.g., as similarly reflected in Figure 3). Further, the tPCA solution suggested that LPC visible in the conventionally-averaged waveform was actually composed of discrete overlapping phenomena: one peaking near 600 ms, and one peaking near the end of the epoched time-window. Because the late repetition effect represented discrete effects rather than a monolith, statistical evaluation of the experimental data was restricted to analysis of the individual temporal components of the tPCA solution.

A Priori Analysis

The P600 was associated with a significant Group $\times$ Emotion $\times$ Match three-way interaction, $T_{WJ \times c}(1.0,23.3) = 8.95$, $p = 0.011$, resulting from an Emotion $\times$ Match interaction for individuals with MCI, $T_{WJ \times c}(1.0,15.0) = 7.54$, $p = 0.027$, but not for individuals without
impairment. In individuals without impairment, matching stimuli were associated with a larger P600 than were nonmatching stimuli regardless of emotional content of stimuli, $T_{WJ/c} (1.0,15.0) = 18.39, p = 0.0032$, but in individuals with MCI, this pattern was present for positive stimuli, $T_{WJ/c} (1.0,15.0) = 10.41, p = 0.0079$, but it was absent for negative stimuli, $T_{WJ/c} (1.0,15.0) = 1.26, p = 0.28$, and the direction of this effect trended in the opposite direction for negative stimuli in this group (Figure 5B).

**Post-Hoc Electrophysiological Analyses**

For these analysis, Bonferroni correction was applied on the number of principle components retained (7), resulting in a p value cut-off of 0.007. Within these bounds, the frontal N400 component was associated with a main effect of emotion, $T_{WJ/c} (1.0,30.0) = 10.17, p = 0.0059$, such that the component was larger for negative stimuli, and a main effect of repetition, $T_{WJ/c} (1.0,22.3) = 7.05, p = 0.010$, such that the component was more negative upon repetition. Other effects were non-significant after Bonferroni correction.

**Integrated Analyses**

Individual neuropsychological data were not significantly correlated with behavioral working memory reaction time effects or with the electrophysiological working memory effects at the P600 after accounting for multiple comparisons (Table 1, bottom rows). Additionally, behavioral working memory effects were not significantly correlated with the corresponding electrophysiological P600 working memory effects.

**Discussion**

We found that persons with MCI showed AD-like ERPs when performing working memory with high arousal negative (HAN) emotional stimuli, but showed ERPs similar to persons without impairment for low arousal positive (LAP) stimuli. Persons with MCI were also slower and less accurate than persons without impairment. This was consistent with our a priori hypothesis that HAN stimuli more than LAN stimuli would lead to working memory processing reflective of the influence of AD.

We were surprised by the degree of similarity in the working memory processing of persons with and without MCI for LAP stimuli. In a previous task similar to the current protocol that differed mainly in that it used simple line drawings without appreciate hedonic valence or arousal as visual stimuli, participants with MCI showed a P3 similar to the HAN result in the current protocol [49]. While we did predict that LAP stimuli would have smaller between group differences than HAN stimuli, we anticipated that the greater complexity of the IAPS images in the current protocol relative to simple line-drawings would tax executive resources such that persons with MCI showing a NC-like working memory processing pattern would be extremely unlikely. This finding may suggest that, rather than merely being associated with a milder degree of working memory dysregulation, LAP stimuli may normalize working memory processing in persons with MCI, even for complex stimuli. In other words, the translatability of this finding to still-more-ecologically-valid phenomena is relatively fathomable.
Put together, these findings support the idea that stressful circumstances disrupt the normal effects of emotional enhancement on working memory, but they stop short of suggesting that emotional enhancement effects disrupt cognition in the context of MCI in general. Instead, based on the contrast of the current results with similar studies that used simpler stimuli that were non-emotional, the current results suggest that LAP environments maintain the ability to facilitate normal working memory processing in persons with MCI. By extension, LAP environments likely also maintain the ability to facilitate normal processing in aspects of cognition subserved by working memory. Future work should evaluate the extent to which LAP environments or stimuli have beneficial effects in contexts beyond working memory to confirm this possibility. The current results may support a neural basis for recent investigations of the impact of mindfulness training in persons with cognitive change due to AD [77–81]. Specifically, therapeutic effects of mindfulness may be attributable in part to the generation of a mental status relatively similar to that evoked by the low arousal positive stimuli utilized in the current experiment.

One theory that could contextualize the current results is the dual competition model, which proposes a multi-axial system of dependencies between cognition and emotion that modulate motivation and behavior [82–85]. In the current experiment, this model predicts that HAN stimuli, generally being emotional content high in threat, would tend to bias neural resource allocation toward analysis of the content of the stimuli themselves rather than toward completion of the current working memory task, with consequential effects on processing dependent upon total resource capacity. This could account for the relatively small difference in P600 between working memory conditions for HAN stimuli in persons with MCI at frontal sites. However, our findings suggest that a posterior mechanism may play a role in working memory processing in such a context.

Another theory that could contextualize the current results is arousal-biased competition, which holds that in high arousal states processing of relevant information is enhanced, but processing of distracting information is impaired [86–90]. In the current study, participants showed a larger P600 for matching stimuli than for non-matching stimuli in all circumstances except for HAN stimuli processed by persons with MCI. For that group, the pattern trended in the opposite direction. Impaired inhibition of non-matching stimuli unique to the high arousal context could account for this result. However, we did not find clear evidence of processing benefit of relevant stimuli. One possibility for this discrepancy may be that “improved” processing of a relevant (i.e., matching) HAN stimulus is paradoxically reflected in processing of stimulus characteristics rather than its working memory retrieval status.

In this study, stimuli were selected along a bimodal, unidimensional hedonic valence-arousal axis due to data suggesting that these features became more and more closely correlated over the course of aging. Consequently, we cannot differentiate effects of negative hedonic valence and high arousal in the current study. Some have suggested that despite the apparent collinearity of hedonic valence and arousal judgments by older adults, physiological effects of these dimensions remain distinct [91]. Consequently, we suggest that follow-up research might attempt to disentangle the influence of the arousal and hedonic valence dimensions of stimuli on the presence of the AD-like cognitive signature replicated in the current study.
Based on our imputation, it should be possible to select stimuli of moderate arousal that differ somewhat in hedonic valence. In our opinion, because the non-emotional stimuli used in the previous study were estimated to have neutral hedonic valence and low arousal, we suggest that the relative salutary effect of LAP stimuli in the current study might have been due mostly to positive hedonic valence. Tantalizingly parallel to this view is the abundant literature on positivity effects in aging and the related dialectic on their presence or absence in persons with AD-spectrum illness.

Emotional stimuli within each trial of this experiment were uniformly low arousal positive or high arousal negative. As a result, each trial consisted of about 10–12 seconds of consistently-valenced emotional stimuli. This persistence could be sufficient to induce a mood, which might produce psychological and electrophysiological effects distinct from that caused by the emotional stimuli themselves. In our opinion, this possibility is unlikely as it would predict an Emotion × Repetition or Emotion × Working Memory × Repetition interaction that reflected differential processing after mood induction, but such an effect was not observed in the results of this study. However, it is possible that available power limited the ability to detect such an effect.

Some studies of ERPs evoked by emotional stimuli have reported emotional effects at latencies as early as the P1, which would be an earlier latency than the latencies found in the current study [55]. However, such studies differed in design by the inclusion of neutral stimuli, and it was typically only in contrasts with non-emotional, neutral stimuli that the earliest latency emotional effects were observed, though some later latency effects were similarly constrained to contrasts between emotional and non-emotionally stimuli [55, 56]. In this experiment, such stimuli were excluded because of perceived poor face validity among stimuli rated neutrally on both hedonic valence and arousal, and hedonic valence and arousal were not treated dimensionally because of evidence that those factors were collinear in older adults and persons with MCI. However, since other physiological correlates of the dimensional independence of hedonic valence and arousal appear intact despite correlation in the self-reported ratings of emotional images, ERPs associated with hedonic valence and arousal may likewise remain independent. Future studies should test this possibility as a way to assess the neural mechanisms of burgeoning collinearity between these factors [72]. In the current study, the working memory effects of interest manifested primarily at a later component (P600), but in the similar study that used non-emotional stimuli, the effect occurred somewhat earlier during P3 [49, 51]. Multiple differences between the two studies could account for this discrepancy. First, the use of emotional stimuli classically evokes a prominent late component called the late positive potential (LPP), which is absent or subtle in experiments without emotional effects [53]. Therefore, differences in stimulus characteristics could account for the discrepancy. Second, the current study used PCA to disentangle overlapping components, but the previous study used a conventional analysis approach [51]. The PCA approach may have identified the true source of the apparent variance in the working memory effect more accurately.

ERPs associated with working memory were not correlated with neuropsychological or behavioral outcomes in the current study. This finding replicates classical findings that correlations between particular ERP components and behavioral outcomes such as reaction...
time breaks down when coupled with cognitive tasks that engage multiple memory systems [92, 93].

The post-hoc finding that the N400 was associated with more negative values for HAN stimuli replicates some similar findings in the affective priming literature [94]. N400 effects are classically evoked by semantic violations in the context of language-based semantic priming paradigms, but have also been linked to other cognitive domains that researchers have analogized to language semantics, especially processes that denote violation of systematic rules, including phenomena that evoke moral disgust [95–98]. As such, the larger N400 identified in the current study may represent a complex evaluation of inexcusable moral circumstances depicted in a HAN stimulus rather than a mere categorization of the stimulus on the dimensions of arousal and hedonic valence. This possibility may help contextualize why repetition was associated with larger N400 amplitudes rather than the smaller N400 amplitudes that generally accompany repetition of N400-relevant semantic violations. Whereas repeating a semantic violation may normalize it, the repetition of circumstances that promote moral outrage may rouse increased scrutiny. Future studies could attempt to modulate the sense of moral outrage evoked by some HAN stimuli while controlling for subjective arousal and hedonic valence to assess the true determinant of N400 magnitude in such stimuli.

Participants in this experiment were screened for depressive symptoms, and individuals with current depressive symptoms were not enrolled in the study. Because the rate of depression in the general population with cognitive change due to Alzheimer’s disease is high and some evidence suggests that individuals with depression or remitted depression show a visual attention bias toward negative stimuli, this may suggest that the current results may be limited in the extent to which they are externally valid to the patient population with cognitive change due to Alzheimer’s disease [90, 99–101]. Future studies could investigate any moderating effects of individual depressive states on the current results.

This experiment excluded individuals taking certain categories of psychoactive drugs, but individuals with mild cognitive impairment were uniformly taking donepezil or rivastigmine as part of their regular medical regimen as treatment for the changes to their memory and thinking [102]. These medications have known effects on ERP waveforms, so a subset of group differences identified in this study could be attributable to such differences [103, 104]. Because the differences in ERPs in this experiment were associated with interactions between experimental conditions and groups, the relevance of this issue to the main findings of this manuscript is limited. However, care should be exercised in the interpretation of apparent simple group differences in the conventionally-averaged data.

We report evidence that individuals with MCI presumed due to the Alzheimer’s disease show disordered working memory processing of HAN stimuli, but normal processing of LAP stimuli. We suggest that these findings are relevant to ongoing disputes in the literature regarding the status and viability of emotional enhancement effects in MCI and AD. Further, we suggest that clinical interventions that produce a low arousal positive-like environment may reduce the functional impact of the early stages of AD.
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Figure 1. Experimental Schematic
This figure summarizes a typical trial in the current experiment. The z-axis represents the passage of time during the trial. First, two sample images are displayed with a green border, and participants are directed to commit these images to memory. Then, text images are displayed one-by-one, and participants indicate whether each image was among the sample images from that trial by keyboard press.
Figure 2. Scatterplot of distribution of hedonic valence and arousal scores of IAPS images
This graph depicts younger and older adults’ ratings of IAPS images hedonic valence and arousal. In younger adults (green circles), these dimensions are relatively uncorrelated, but the correlation between these dimensions is stronger in older adults’ reported scores (orange squares). The results of applying a polynomial ordinary least squares regression algorithm to generate estimated older adult hedonic valence and arousal ratings for all IAPS images (purple triangles) further clarifies this dependent relationship. This dependence led us to encode the emotional enhancement effect levels of the experimental stimuli unidimensionally.
Figure 3. Conventional ERPs separated by clinical group

The grand average waveforms of all experimental conditions and participants by group have been displayed at 6 electrodes. The experiment was confirmed to have evoked conventional emotional working memory ERP/EEG waveforms, permitting further analysis.
Figure 4. Working memory difference waves for LAP and HAN stimuli
Averaged ERPs for persons without impairment (NC) and persons with MCI (MCI) for low arousal positive stimuli (A) and high arousal negative stimuli (B). Differences between groups appeared most obvious for HAN stimuli in the later time-window; however, because the results of the temporal PCA suggested overlapping individual components in this window, statistical analysis was deferred to the related temporal components.
Figure 5. Summary of the group differences at the P600 as difference waves
Each line depicts the difference in P600 activity between matching and non-matching stimuli for stimuli that were either positive (solid line) or negative (dashed line). Individuals without impairment (A) and individuals with MCI (B) showed similar brain responses for positive stimuli, but very different responses for negative stimuli. Data have been graphed at a frontal (Fz) and posterior (Pz) electrode in the first and second rows, respectively, to provide a general sense of differences in this effect at frontal and posterior sites.
**Neuropsychological summary**

NC = normal older control, MCI = amnestic mild cognitive impairment, AD = Alzheimer’s disease; N = number of participants, Females = number of female participants, Age = age of participant in years, Education = formal education of participants in years; MMSE = mini-mental status examination, LOGIMEMI = Logical Memory Story A, Immediate Recall, LOGIMEMII = Logical Memory Story A, Delayed Recall, DIGIF = Digit Span Forward, DIGIFLEN = Digit Span Forward Length, DIGIB = Digit Span Backward, DIGIBLEN = Digit Span Backward Length, ANIMALS = Category Fluency (Animals), VEG = Category Fluency (Vegetables), TRAILA = Trailmaking A, TRAILB = Trailmaking B, DSYM = Digit Symbol, BOSTON = Boston Naming Task, GDS15 = Geriatric Depression Scale, short-form; df, F/χ², p, and Spearman ρ indicate statistical summaries for the omnibus tests of group differences for each column. Welch’s robust test of means was used for measures showing heterogeneity of variance. Variance displayed is the standard error of the mean (SEM) for each group. To reduce the impact of differential violations of normality assumptions, spearman’s ρ was used to assess correlations of each neuropsychological test with the behavioral or electrophysiological working memory effects. For all neuropsychological tests except for TRAILA, TRAILB, and the GDS15, a larger score indicates better performance, whereas the opposite is true for TRAILA/B and the GDS15. Hence, the signs of correlations of TRAILA/B and GDS15 have been reversed in this chart for ease of interpretation. Positive ρ values indicate that large differences in the neuropsychological status of individuals in a dyad were related to large differences in the size of the relevant repetition effect; negative ρ values indicate that large differences in the neuropsychological status of individuals in a dyad were related to small differences in the size of the relevant repetition effect. Because missingness was rare in this dataset, the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm was used to impute missing variables using existing behavioral and neuropsychological data where actionable. One dyad (i.e., two individuals, one MCI and one MC) did not participate in neuropsychological testing, so they were excluded from that process and from these analyses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>MMSE</th>
<th>LOGIMEMI</th>
<th>LOGIMEMII</th>
<th>DIGIF</th>
<th>DIGIFLEN</th>
<th>DIGIB</th>
<th>DIGIBLEN</th>
<th>ANIMALS</th>
<th>VEG</th>
<th>TRAILA</th>
<th>TRAILB</th>
<th>DSYM</th>
<th>BOSTON</th>
<th>GDS15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>767 ± 1.4</td>
<td>16.7 ± 0.7</td>
<td>28.8 ± 0.3</td>
<td>14.1 ± 10</td>
<td>12.7 ± 11</td>
<td>80.0 ± 0.7</td>
<td>63.0 ± 0.3</td>
<td>47.0 ± 0.3</td>
<td>196.1 ± 1.2</td>
<td>14.8 ± 0.9</td>
<td>37.5 ± 3.0</td>
<td>82.3 ± 5.5</td>
<td>40.9 ± 2.6</td>
<td>270.1 ± 1.6</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCI</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>772 ± 1.5</td>
<td>17.1 ± 0.9</td>
<td>26.2 ± 0.7</td>
<td>7.4 ± 0.8</td>
<td>6.4 ± 1.0</td>
<td>87.0 ± 0.5</td>
<td>6.9 ± 0.2</td>
<td>46.0 ± 0.2</td>
<td>136.1 ± 1.5</td>
<td>9.1 ± 0.8</td>
<td>54.4 ± 6.5</td>
<td>181.2 ± 2.19</td>
<td>32.9 ± 4.1</td>
<td>236.1 ± 1.1</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F/χ²</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correlation: Behavioral Working Memory Group Difference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ρ</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>&lt;0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCI</td>
<td>0.436</td>
<td>0.948</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correlation: N600 Working Memory Group Difference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ρ</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>-0.248</td>
<td>1.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCI</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.561</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Behavioral Results**

Group-averaged reaction time and performance accuracy and standard error values for each empirical condition have been summarized. Reaction time values are reaction times associated with accurate responses only. Accuracy values are the proportion of total trials of each type to which an accurate response was given. NC = normal control; MCI = mild cognitive impairment; LAP = low arousal positive stimuli; HAN = high arousal negative stimuli; 1st = initial presentation; 2nd = subsequent presentations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical Group</th>
<th>Presentation</th>
<th>Emotional Repeated Retrieval</th>
<th>Reaction Time (ms)</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Match</td>
<td>Nonmatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LAPEHANLAPEHAN</td>
<td>LAPEHANLAPEHAN</td>
<td>LAPEHANLAPEHAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>829 ± 22 859 ± 23</td>
<td>839 ± 21 890 ± 20</td>
<td>88 ± 2 87 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>713 ± 19 746 ± 17</td>
<td>735 ± 19 760 ± 16</td>
<td>91 ± 2 92 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCI</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>918 ± 45 918 ± 38</td>
<td>924 ± 35 963 ± 39</td>
<td>64 ± 6 60 ± 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>814 ± 35 848 ± 41</td>
<td>849 ± 39 881 ± 34</td>
<td>70 ± 5 65 ± 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>